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C4MPtime
Every year, boys ages 9-13 travel to Subiaco
Abbey and Academy for fun activities like fishing ,
hiking, shooting at the rifle range, flying down a
zipline, driving go-carts, and even running in a track
meet.
Introduced in 1941 by the monks who dedicate
their lives to teaching at the academy, Camp Subiaco
was created to introduce young boys to Subiaco.
Since then many of the students who attend Subiaco
Academy were first introduced to the school through
their experiences at summer camp.
"Our religious community has been welcoming boys
to this camp since the early 1940s. The mission is the
same as it always was: to give boys a time of fun and
getting to know others in a safe religious
environment,' said Abbot Jerome Kodell.
Zach Plugge, a seventh grader, credits his
wonderful experiences at camp for his decision to
come to the school. "I had an amazing experience at
Camp Subiaco. I have been to several camps and
Camp Subiaco is by far the best. "

Top: Freshmen Carlen Johnson and Tom
Johns stand in the Benedictine
Monastary of Christ in the Desert, in
New Mexico.

Bottom: Mr. Gary Kinney and Mr. Rob
Pugh relax on the Kaibob Trai.L

Grand Canyon travelers fo r the Summer of 201 4: Daniel Dunham (201 4), Daniel Heinrichs (2014), Mr. Rob Pugh,
Sam Chisholm (2014), Nathan Mabry (2014), Ryan King (10), Carlen Johnson (9), Caleb Philips (10), Tom Johns (9),

Counseler's Comer

and PhiUp Woford.

The. Depths;
of the.

CANYON
1-feading over
a mile deep
down under

All About

ME
& Summer

Orly two days oft.,- the lost cloy of the
2014 school yea Deocon Roy Goetz Mr Rob
Peg,. end Mr Gay Ktm,y took o 9'"'-1' of rire
studen~ to ti-.. G-end Canyon for the oxth
Arru:,I G-end Canyon trop. mode ,n the hopes
that students will beco-re roore worldly end well
traveled.

My fovor,te pert about ti-.. G-end Canyon
the conyon for several rights..
ccd getting i.p early in the morning to wotd-i tt-e
SU'l rise soid Ryon King (91 Ths was Ryoo·s first
trip to the canyon.
"The Grord Ccriyon trip was crnozing ·· said
fresl-mon Co-len .lolnson 1f-e cooyon was iust
awesome and the rest of ~ slops were cool
too The best pert was gelling to know my
fellow studen~ better
was canping ot

In my -.ummer Jiujibu lessons, f
submitted my
brother who is fi ve
years o lder than
me. After seeing
this, a 12-year-old
girl in my class
challenged me and
Deal me.
~Tim Thomas (10)

"lt is a great pleosu-e for me Nv Kirrey c:rd
Mr Pcgh to see the reodon of the guys wfen
tl-ey see
canyon for the first time . said Mr
Roy Goetz. 'lJscolly ,t ,,-.pres o speechless

tre

silerce

It wosn I oO 1111 end ganes though. ct k,ost
not occordong lo fresl-mon Torn Join. 'Gett,ig 4'
cl 4 on the rnc,,mg end then rid.-.g 14 hoo.n ,n o
mini 005 is like gethrg cobn fever
Th, lead-a- choperores erjoyeo ti-.. 14 days

spent with th.r students end fellow h&= 1t-..r
ord
just treir overall attihx::le obout enjoyirg the lnp
ord ecx:h other's company wos iu5t outslcrdirg
said Mr. Goetz.
gomes on tl-e 005. scavenger Mts in canp

I r('.1 l1y enjoyL>d working with the
younger campers. It wu; a ton of fun,

and the~ room and bo..ird wa., a
huge pl1.e,, for my parenb
. \\'ill Owens Ill (11)

Page -.po n.-.ored by
I -.pent !ti'< weeks of my -.ummcr al Arkan..-.as
Go\"erner's school It w,1-. an unforgctt,1ble
experience. School did1l"I even occupy the
majority of my time! There I pickt.>d up how

Travel abroad w,ts the highlight of
summer for Patrick Giuliani (12).
"I returned to Berlin to continue to
learn German. I ..,pent three weeks

to crochet, bcla\" rock dimDl'rs, ,i nd much

in the suburbs taking lessons in the

much more. Fr~m li\"ing on a c,1mplb filled
w ith scampering squirrels, to having cl.is:.

morning and then in the evening
going into the city center and
getting the opportunity to immerse
myself in the culture. I got to see
amazing sites such as the
Reichstag, Brandenburg gate and

with pretty girls, A.C.S. 1-. thL• ~ I program I
have been to, ,md I wo uld Ion.> to go again
-John Tran (12)

sections o( the Berlin Wall. I had a
great time meeting people from all
over the world."

Cravens
Abstract
24 East Main Street
Paris, AR 72855
479-963-2567

~

'Tm really mad about the change."
- Walker Cob b (11)
"I feel naked witho ut my phone."
- Aaron Brooks (10}

The Schedule
Learning to Read Again

"It was hard to understa nd at firs t,
but after a few weeks I got used to
it."
- Tyler Franz (11)

Two generations of the Sharum family have
graduated from the Academy: Leo Sharum (79)
and his h\•o sons Alex Sharum ('15) and
Matthew Sharum ('08).

Andrew Gold trap (9) and Tyler Franz
(11) check o ut the schedule during lu nch
on the first d ay of classes.

~ e Seniors line up outsid e the church a fter the ring ceremony fo r what has become the trad itional group
pic~ur~ of the seniors as they begin their last year as Academy Trojans. This year they had to fight to keep

t/Je

th eLr h es from fluttering in the breeze of the cooler-than-normal August.

Fo, more ti-on ha! of the doss of 2015 wf-en
H-ey received their rirg at the rirg ceremony,

they were the first in their fomily to do so. TI--e

,est, thacgh. folk:,wed a path deeply ca,-ved by
their relatives w!--o once attended this school.
Cf,.• Myee;;, ore of those seniors whose
Correction lo the school \:egon gererations ogo.
Myers is o third-generation ser;or who is
folk:,w,rg ,n the footsteps of hs gmrdfatl...Dorokl Mye,s t571. hs fat I...- rbl Myee; 182l
cod h;s b-othe, Jacob 120141.
Livirg in Alobc:rno. Gris hod always been
told that ore day he wood be sent off to
Subaco. 1-'e adm,ts ta rot l~;rg that dee. But

he cane for comp os o ten-year-old ad ogo1n
as an 11-yea,·old a 12-yea,-okl a 13-yea--okl
and as a 14-yea--akl By this t,me he had
forn-ed a con-edlon. so !eking the rext step to
becoming a beading sh.dent o b-g way away
from home was ro b;g step 'By e;ghth g,ade I
wanted ta latteodl
O,.,s has a you-ge, b-otl...- ll-omas who •
;n the e;ghth g,ade who krows that he too w;II
fo/k:,w the path estal:Johed by hs g,crdfatl...0..is sad ·11 feels Ike a g,eat ,espansb;l;ty
to do well to help cant= the fam;ly legacy. and
one day I hope to serd my bds 1...-e

Continuing the

F ·1

Tra~frcii
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Farmer's
Co-op
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& my ring

Subiaco
- ~479-934-4207 ~

HOT

22%

Social Media

38%
1. lnstagram

30%

Share pictures with friends and
family.

2.

10%

Snapchat

Percentage of students who own a cell phone

Send friends a picture that
disappears forever after they see it.

3.

97%

Vine

This collection of gadgets, technological and electronic, came from Onl'
dorm room, pretty typical of many teenager's collection of gadgets: a
game console (or two), a laptop, and a desktop computer. and the list
could go on. We are definitely plugged in.

Share a 6-second video via a
smart phone app.

Reddit

4.

''Wlum it cnme to probfms with the robot not 011/y the desig11 had to be chn11ged b11t
also Ille codt• l111d to be clim1ged. f ra,i into my ow11 problems /rami11g a fa11g11nge
Ilia/ I Was t1ew to, but after a month J lmd it dcr,1m pat...
-Clliot Maso11 (10)

Showcase popular links and
information under headings.

5.

Imgur

Trobots in

l=irst Tech Challenge

Post humorus pictures for the
community to rank.

'Programming today is a race between software engineers
striving to build bigger and better idiot-proofprograms, and the
universe trying to produce bigger and better idiots. So far, the

universe iS winning. •
-Rich Cook, author of fantasy books

T ~~et;)vQ~J.Q
Technology is everywhere these days, so it seems, from our
pockets to our desks at home. What makes these technological
products run? How do they know what to do when we click on an
app? And more importan tly what is stopping them from turning
against us?
Computers will only perform the operations that we tell them to
do. Programmers will make a program telling exactly how a
computer should read , interpret, and execute a command. In the
end a computer is just a machine that is doing a task that it was
designed to do. It can't come up with new ideas
of its own, rendering computers thoughtless without programmers
to tell them what to do.
Becomming a programmer is easy today with internet courses
available to all. There is little to stop anyone from becoming more
knowledegable about how a computer works, or more importantly
how to better control the computers that are everywhere.

FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognitio n of Science and Technology)
m k

F
T ech Challenge
Or the first time, Subiaco had a robotics team. The team pm;ect was to

A~e;: ro~t to compete in a game that FTC, First Tech Challenge, desig_ns
competi~;:~s on the robot for three months, the team was ready for their first

Electronics have gotten a b,1d rap w ith teachers this year after they
were seen EVERYWHERE last school year. Bu t at the end of the
school day, they pop back out. Wyatt Stafford (10) and Hester Riggs
(10) put their books aside and check their social status.

n
Trobots, Subiaco's team, is different from most other groups because it is
I
T~. ~rt of a class with accessible resources including teachers ,md mentors.
fo•~ ro~ts were on their own. The team learned more each day from their
1
r~ ~res tn the designs, making the members think ~out of the box .. when they
n into problems.
su
On !)ec. 6, they competed with 30 other teams from around the
th rrouo d mg sta tes and finished in the second alliance, and fifth overall. For
~ e nel( t level of competitions, they will take what they teamed from the other
1
cams a nd build a bigger and better robot.
aboutt~ Trobots, led by Elliot Mason and Minh•Phong Tran, learned much
mg leaders and hope to improve the team for next year.

88%
90%
93%
86%

Trojan
Warriors
In Many
Forms

On Thunday ot the first "ttk ot

school last vear Mr Rehm asked me
af I ¥.-anted to try out for cross
country I ran that aftrmoon .md. .a
couple days more alte,- that I
deeded lo k,ep going and reali,.ed
that this w.. • good sport for me I

ran m mttl5 and kept unprovmg m
time

My best run wu the ~ mttt an
Conwa I like to run because feel
good aller I fuush and I en,oy
competing ag""'51 other nm...., Mj
coach and my fellow runner, uwpue
me to finish the runs.
•Timmy CoNwdlno (81

Students at Subiaco are an athletic

bunch. We run, play and fight on the
hill we call home.
We have warriors who practice

everyday to perfect their skills in
combat, not to hurt others, but simply
because they love the thrill of combat.
Some choose to forego any sort of
competition, save one with themselves.
TI1ese are our mighty weightlifters,
men who can bench-press and squat

with weights that normal people
wouldn't dare touch.
"Weight lifting not only refines my
body's shape, but also strengthens my
will. I just enjoy the result from the
hard work and changes brought by
Lifting weights." said Tim Xu (12)
Others throw discs, Like Olympic
athletes of old, hoping to lower their
scores in the sport of disc golf. "Disc
golf can be really competitive,
especially when Alex, Chris, and I try
to show up Mr. Rehm," said Manuel
Mares (12). An ultimate frisbee game
became rather routine for lunch time
entertainment.

Running is more than a physical
training. It requires all of yoursett:
emotional, physicat,mental. Being
able to share this experience of
running with my brothers has been
experience of a lifetime.
..Jacob Maestri (12)

Another sport played at Subiaco is
table tennis, or in layman terms "Ping-

Pong."

These five runners (Nick Charbonnet,
Yusay Watanabe, Brayden Rainwater,
Travis Landry and Evan Stringfellow}
were invited to the all-star meet held in

Magazine after the regular season.

Page 8pon so red by

CV's
FAMILY Fooos
1004 East Walnut
Paris, AR 72855
4 79-963-6194

~ ru..,s Countr, Te,,m TOP: Joseph Perrette, Jakob Halter, Jacob Maestri , Tan Redmond, Evan Stringfellow, Travis Landry, Nicolas Charbonnet,
~~ney Krone'. Josh Stephens, Conner Corwyn, Connor Moran, ~aki Sar~a, Brayden ~inwate~ BOTTOM: Ha.egan Hess, David Phan'. Yusay
EL1i~~~~~e1 Watanabe, Alexander Putnam, Timmy Constanhno, Jake Bnstol, Raef W1lhelm, Riggs Hester, Damel Huanert, Nathan Quimbo,

I have been using the Finale
program since the ninth
grade, and I have composed
or arranged about ~ o pieces.
I enjoy using the program
because 1like composing
music, not playing it, so this
way I get the best of both
worlds.

The midd le
school
students all
take a fine

l play in my free time to
ha\'e something to d o. J like
playing artists like Doc
Watson and old fi ddle

arts course.
One element
of the cowse
was
instruction in
the recorder.
Evan
Redmond (8)
p ractices
before class.

3- Senior Alex Bowman makes a mosaic
of his favorite team , the Razerbacks.

Subiaco
Students Excel
in Artistic
Adventures

Page s ponso red by

KUTS
by
HUCK

1433 West Walnut
Paris, AR 72855
479-963-242 1

We are artists . and same of us are mighty good at it too.
One of the great attributes of Subiaco Acadmey that is often overlooked is
the excellent arts program. lnduding visual arts, dramatic arts and performarce
arts. Not only do these programs enh:mce the edccation of the students but they
also enharce their lives.
One small example is the skits performed by the dasses. These allow students
other than those in drama to act in front of their peers. And have fun doing it.
Look over the sl-oulders of students at their desks and you soon discover
doodlers with talent, from doodles of combat scenes to graffitti-style names of
ccrrent girlfriends.
Some nights the dorms reverberate with the sounds of a banjo or a guitar,
bringing another artistic day to a close.

"'This summer I
remade my guitar.
I took out the old
pickups, and rerouted the body, so
that the new
pickups, one of
which I made,
would fit into the
body. ltwasa
difficult process,
which involved
many splinters,
cuts, and bums,
but it was
definitely worth it
when I plugged
my custom guitar
in and started
playing."
-Chase King (12)

"I really enjoy art class,
even though I couldn"t
fit Advanced Art in. I'm
in the Fundamentals of
Art period, and I get to
work on my own alot,
which is great!"
•Walker Cobb (11)

SOCK Expression Wearing dress code? Perhaps not. Expressing an inner
wild side? Yeah. And just whose style is this? We'll never tell

Piano has given me a new
perspective on music and has
shown me how music is all
connected.

·Aaron Hebert (1 O)

---I like piano crass. Smee this is my
second year, I really feel like I'm
advancing.

t,.::•thew

Post (11)

Onward Tropns

Senior Class Off1cer·,s
I Just want lo thank aU ot
my classmates for allowmg
me to represent them as
their class prestdent and

'11.o for making my last
)'ear the bes1 ever I would
not want to walk the line
With anybody else'
Logan Kttntn 112)

Senior year has been an

unforgettable ""penenc,
truly a band of
brothlas.lwillm1SS

SubldCO IS

Yamology w.. the
grearest My Suba
brothers..., ok<I but I
love them 50DWWhat.

Subiaco afb!r I graduate
GOTROJA '2015

TrOJillt!t Nl"\er Die'
Log.,, WttiMnfols U2J

A"'1,Va(1Z)

My lffllOI' year has been

haw come to love mv
brothers. ad I Gift t WiUt to
see them m the )'PB to

the best )'l"U at SubL 11 as
a milestone m my lift, and
ll 5 been great to know
my Subi brothers!

come

proud tobea Tro,an,

Through my years at Subi, I
Cl,h'> Offii.:er Vice President, Sean Jafari; Representative, Kelly Ray Hollis

Ill; Secretary, Wesley Timmerman; President, Logan Kremer; Representative,
Jaeyong Oh; and Representative, Jack Hertlein

rm

Thls year my fifth and
finaJ at Subiaco. I ha e
the beginning.
friends
picJ,,d up lriendsalong the
,and ewn lost a few as
But ~
went
one of them lound a plaa, m
m heart m brothers,.

Malt G,_ UZI

Alex Bowman
Anh Due Bui

Jun Woo Chang
Brennon Felterman
Patrick Giuliani

Matthew Glass
Jack Hertlein
KellyHollis m
Sean Jafari
Mario Juarez

Chase King
Andrew Komp
Logan Kremer

Cash Krueger
Isaiah Kury

Travis Landry
Christian Lowery
Jacob Maestri
Manuel Mares
Grant McKenzie

l.saacMiller
Chris Myers
Jaeyong Oh
Nathan Quimbo
Michael ReilJy

Alex Sharum
Woocha.ng Shim
Michael Snavely
Bradley Stall
Evan Stringfellow

Evan Strobel
Wesley Timmerman

Nick Trachier
John Tran
Jon Vines

Andrew Vo
Logan Weisenfels
TianheXu
Xiang Zhou
Zhiyuan Zhou

)

Alex P. Bowman
Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy
I have had many great memories at Subiaco. From going to the Grand
Canyon and Washington O.C. to playing my heart out with my brothers on
the football field.

Anh Due Bui

Patrick Giuliani

Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy
In yarnology with Ms. G during Renaissance day

Favorite Subi Moments
Those fun bus rides back and forth to school.

If I had to do it aJI over again I'd ...
not get that haircut from John

Subi has taught me ...
that the moment is always there. You just have to reach out for it.

Subi has shown me ...
how to behave myself

Subi friendships
I haven't just made friends at Subi; I've gained brothers.

If I had to do it all over again, I'd ...
spend more time with my friends and try harder with my studies.
Friendships at the Academy
I have had many friendships at Subiaco. Many of my classmates that I had
grown very close to have come and gone over the past 5 years. Now I have a
senior class full of my closest brothers that will be my friends for life.

I didnt get to ...
ha\'e good internet

Matthew Glass
Favorite Subi moments
Fishing with Br. Ephrem, dorm life, prayer \.\ith the monks,
and hiking "ith Mr. Kinney and Mr. Goetz.
If I had to do it all over again, I'd .. ..
not get kicked out
Subi h.as t.aught me ..
to take responsibility for my actions, and that e•:ery action has an effect
Subi Friendships
You are all my brothers

Friendships at the Academy...
Are good. t made a lot of cool friends from many countries all around the
world.

I .

Jun Woo Chang

Brennon Falterman

Jack Hertlein

Favorite moments
Favorite moments al Subiaco:
How fast time Oies! I am already a senior at Subiaco Academy. I've
experienced many events, but among those the moments I've had with the
Subiaco soccer team made me Jove Subiaco a lot more.
Subi has taught me
Since I live in a dorm without my parents, I learned how to manage and
organize my plans effectively, and 1 also learned about brotherhood.
Subi Friendships
I like all my friends on the soccer team. Outside of the soccer team, f ha\'e
been close &iends with Nick Trachier, Cash Krueger, Andy Vo, Woochang
Shim, and Jaeyong Oh.

Favorite moments .at Subi.aco
Every second with my brothers. Time flew with my fellow Trojans.

Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy
During sophomore year when Heard H.all turned into
a nerf gun battlefield.

If I had to do it alJ over again I'd ...
change nothing. Even the mistakes I have had will help me in the future.

CHANGE I\'OTHll'\G! EVERYTHING HAPPENS FOR A REASON!

Being on the field and looking up at all my bothers cheering me and the rest
of the team on during our Friday games, and twc>-a-days with all my family
(football players).

I didn't get lo ...
wear the signed Sean Payton hat that Jack Hertlein got to wear in 8th grade.

Subi hast.aught me ...
how to be a true man and to take nothing for granted.
I'm gonna miss those bells.

How Subi came into my life
My parents always tried getting my brother to go here, and he never did and
regretted it. He persuaded me to :::ome here, which kick-started my first-year
expenence.

Subi Friendships
I consider everyone at the academy not only a friend, but a brother. But the
football team is my fam.

I didn't gel to...
climb the water tower
,
1

Kelly Hollis

.

yet.

Friendships at the Academy

d hke to say everyone, but the class of 2015 holds a special place in my heart.
TROJANS NEVER DIE!

If I had to do it all over again I'd .. .

Subi has t.1:ught me •..
leadership.

I didn't get to ...
LOLI can't say. :)
Friendships at the Academy
I met people here that remind me of my great friend-'> back home. A
bond that feels unbreakable.

~

Sean Jafari

Mario Juarez

F.:ivorile moments at Subiaco
All the activities on the weekends last year

Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy
Going to state in soccer, two-a-days, and field day.

If I had to do it all over again, I'd ...
not break my ankle.

Subi h.as I.aught me .. .
leadership, tradition, brotherhood, and discipline.

Subi has taught me ...
if you need help, there's always somebody there.
I didn't get to...
go to homecoming, finish field day, or play dodgeball.
Friendships at the Academy
I am friends with everyone.

Goetz.
lf I had to do ii aU over again I'd ...
do more pushups. A lot more.

I didn't get to ...
put Coach Boris in a triangle, or take aikido from Fr. Elijah.
Friendships at the Academy
I've had a lot of friends here, definitely more than someone like me would
have had a chance to out-side of a place like this. My sophomore year was,
so far, the defining moment in my life, because I made friends with as
many people as I could. All of you are my friends.

_, ,iust want to start off by saying thank you to my parents for the
sac~f1ees that they have made that made it possible for me to be writing
this letter for all of you. Subiaco has become a huge part of my life.
Th~se last 5 years have made me who I am today. With my teachers'
Patience, the monastary's wisdom, and the friends I've made ak>ng the
way, I can honestly be satisfied with the change that has happened to
me fr~m being that awkward little eighth grader to the future alumnus
you WIii become as well. I hope all of you underclassmen will have no
regrets With the lime you have at this wonder1ul place. Stay away from
the thmgs that will keep you from being au you can be and stand up for
those weaker than you. Always look out for your Subiaco brothers and
be proud of the criticism you WILL receive for being a part of Subiaco
Academy. Never let tradition die out at Subiaco, cheer at football and
bas~etball games, go crazy at our pep-rallies, and treat everyone
(especially women) with respect. Those of us who hold this hill of love
c.lose to our hearts will forever be connected to its long traditions. I
hWrsh all of you luck in finding where you need to be in this life. We_ all
ave a purpose for spreading good in this world. If you let her, Subtaco
will tell you who you are. Be Listening!

Isaiah Kury

Chase King
Favorite moments .at Subiaco Academy
Jiu jitsu wilh Coach Borts, playing Soulcaliber IV and Mortal Kombat in the
dorms. Going to the Outpost with all of my friends. Guitar Class with Mr.

Logan Kremer

Favorite memories al Subiaco Academy
Always making memories with "The Crew"

Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy
Skipping class to go to the field house, football two-a-days

If I had to do ii all over again I.. .
wouldn't have dove for that pass sophomore year that broke my
collarbone.

lf I had to do it all over again, I'd ...
take my early years more seriously and work harder.

Subi has shown me ...
how to create relationships with everyone; everyone is family. Once a
Subi•man, always a Subi•man!!
Friendships at the Academy
"The Crew"
Never a dull moment with them!!

Subi has taught me...
how to be a Subi man, and how to have a relationship with Christ.
Friendships at the Academy
The Crew; they know who they are ...
Brothers for Life!

Cash Krueger
Memories at Subiaco Academy.
My favorite memory is winning back•to-back games against Ports\'ille in
district two years in a row.

lf I had to do it all 0\/er again, I'd ...
probably spend more time outiscle playing games ¥.ith friends
and hiking.
Friendships at the Academy
I've made a lot of friends at the academy, but ihe Crew" is my group of
Best Friends. We\·e always had each others' back and will always
continue to.

Travis Landry
Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy
There is not a specific moment that I can say was better than a11 the rest
Being at Subiaco is an experiance a person should base on as a whole.
The trips to state tournaments for soccer to sitting on the green benches
,.._;th friends.

lf I had to do it all over aga.in, I'd...
not change a thing. I believe every experience here at Subiaco taught me
a lesson, a moral, something I can use later in life to better mvself and
help those around me.
Subi has taught me ...
brotherhood, respect, morals, and how to carry myself in life. This place
has taught me how to mO\·e fom·ard, reach goals. and to be a leader for
the future.

Christian Lowery
If I had to do it all over again, I...
wouldn't have taken it all for granted. It's almost over and I could've

done so much more in regard to every aspect of my high school career.

Friendships at the Academy
I came to Subiaco with a couple of friends being Jack and Andrew.
Eighth grade year I picked up friends like Evan, Logan, Brennon, Wes

and Bradley. 'inth grade I met Cash and Grant and Isaiah and even
Jon came. Even people who have come and gone, I will still call them my
b rothers. Everyone in the class of 2015 is a part of my family.

I didn't get to .. .
experience baseball very long because I sucked at it.

Jacob Maestri

Isaac Miller

Chris Myers
If I had to do it all over again, I'd ...

If I had to do it all over again, I'd ...

work harder as a freshman.

change nothing and relive it exactly as I have. This is a pl.ice where
everything bappens fo r a reason• to allow you to become better in every
way.

Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy
Winning district tournament in soccer in 11th grade

Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy
Winning Quiz Bowl State Championship. It was a moment of
achievement and awe.

Subi has taught me ...
how to sh1dy and do good at school

Subi has taught me ...

I didn't get to ...

how to be a true human being to everyone. How to be a true brother.
How to persevere in all things no matter the outcome.

\\in state in soccer.

I didn't get to ...
climb the water tower.

•
Manuel Mares

Grant McKenzie

Jaeyong Oh

Nathan Ouimbo

If I had to do it all over again, I...
If I had to do it all over again, I...
would spend more time on campus, live in the do rms.

Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy
Playing d isc golf and ulti mate with my friends after lunch

Subi has taught me ...
how to become a better man. Everything thal we are taught here
we will use, even if it seems that we won't.

wouldn't change a dang thing. Subiaco has been the most amazing
experience of my life, and I wouldn't have done it any other way.

If I had to do it all over again, I'd ...

Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy

Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy

Fun n ights with the crew, winning field day ... twice, beating Cash at
pingpong, pushing through football with my brothers, political debates
with Br.Joe and staying with Jon, Logan, Komp, Jack and Christian.

Subi has taught me .. .
to take advantage of every opportunity given to you, but make sure to
have fun doing it.

I didn't get to ...
climb the water tower, rid e an angus, and beat Coach Stovall in a game
of golf.

join more dubs/sports.

the ring ceremony and wining field day

Subi has taught me .. .
how to be mature, build lasting bonds, not be afraid of joining in.

I didn't get to .. .
know all the other students.

Evan Stringfellow

Michael Reilly
If I had to do it all over again, I'd ...
study harder.

Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy
scoring my first goal fo r Subi my sophomore year

Subi has taught me ...
how to be independent.

If I had to do it all over again, I'd .. .
put much more effort towards tennis.

Friendships at the Academy...
will last forever.

Woo Chang Shim

If I had to do it all over again ...

Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy
My favorite moments at Subiaco Academy were playing disc golf
everyday after lunch. Also meeting some of the best friends a guy could
ask for.

Subi has taught me ...

I'd try and run for election and get into Student Council.

Subi has taught me ...
a tnic sense of brotherhood among the students at Subi and the benefits
of being around people always supporting you through everything.

how to not only be a respectful man but also a man of integrity and

I didn't get to ...

great character.

fully experience the great atmosphere here at Subi in my first years by
not opening up but I now fully enjoy my experience.

Friendships at the Academy

I came to Subiaco ...

I didn't get to ...
win state (Yet).

Favorite moments
All the great graduations, friendships made, great help and support, and
friendly teachers

The friendships I have made at Subi are ones that will last a lifetime. I
believe that all of the graduating seniors wouldn't trade their classmates
for the world.

If I had to do it all over again, I'd ...
Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy

Evan Strobel
.

Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy

Coming to school everyday, getting to have fun with all my friends. I
couldn't have done it without y'all. finally beating Pottsville in the finals
at district my sophomore year.

Some of my favorite moments at Subiaco Academy were playing
ultimate frisbee after lunch, winning field day and spending time with
the Class of 2015.

I, as well as my dad, have lived in Subiaco my whole life. He came to

Subi has taught me ...

school here and is a graduate in the Class of 1979. Both of my older
brothers attended and graduated from here as well. I feel like Subiaco
has always been and always wiU be my home.

how to succeed in life, and that we are meant to do greater things.

Friendships at the Academy
Though I have only gone to Subiaco for two years it has felt like the
friendships thitt I have made while I have been here will last a lifetime.

Dad and said "Dad, I just get this feeling like I'm suppo:;cd to go here:
My Dad replied to me by saying. " If you feel like you belong here, Evan,
then I will make sure that you go to school here.• I did not feel like
Subiaco would be the place for me before that day.

Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy
being able to run cross-country around Subiaco's reservoir, and playing
disc golf with my friends

because my mother's family is from around Subi and my grandmother
worked in Coury House and said how great it was and I loved the church
and ha,•e never regretted coming.

Michael Snavely
not do a single thing different, because everything happens for a reason.

My story of how Subiaco came into my life
I was already enrolled for my first year at Subiaco when I felt a calling to
the school. My Dad and I showed up late to the school mass, that was
held right before the school year began, and we were ~landing on the
front steps of the church listening to the singing that was coming &om
inside. I was enveloped in a warm and relaxing presence. I looked to m~

My story of how Subiaco came into my life

Wesley Timmerman
Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy
My favorite moments al Subi were winning the Field Day h\'ice and
winning district in basketball my .sophomore year

If I had to do it all over again, I'd ...
go to Kairos to get closer to God and my brothers.

Subi has taught or shown me ...
to respect and listen to my elders. Subi has also taught me how to have
a good time during the school day

-·
a

,n

V
Nick Trachier

John Tran

ff I had to do it all over again, I'd ...

ff I had to do ii all over again, I'd ...

make better grades, pay attention in class more, cherish my time here
more often, play more tennis, join art my first year and become better
friends with the day students.

Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy
Watching movies in Grant's room, sharing my music with those who
appreciate it, sneaking into others' rooms, talking about how much we

hate tests or how our social lives are, and skipping Spanish.

Subi has taught me ...
how to become a more mature young man. It has shaped my
personality. It has also taught me to cherish every moment.

I didn't get to ...

Logan Weisenfels

I'd pee my pants because it was scary.

Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy

ff I had lo do it all over again, I'd ...

ff I had lo do ii all over again, I'd ...

do it all over again.

work out harder

. . Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy

My favorite memory of Subiaco was when my brother and I were
walking o.,.er to the Coury House &om juijitsu, on Friday the 13 at
night. We trudged slowly in the direction of the cemetery when we
suddenly saw a strange light in front of one of the tom~tones. At first,
we were intrigued by it and made our way towards the light, but then,
out of nowhere, we heard a high pitched screetch (screetch owl) and we
sprinted as fast as we could up to our dorm.

Winmng field day my sophomore and senior year. Senior Win Day!

Subi has taught me ...

Both my father and grandfather attended Subiaco and this made me
want to continue the tradition and return to my home state.

Subi has taught me ...
brotherhood. At Subiaco I got a real sense of brotherhood with mv
~
classmates that I have never had before.

My story of how Subiaco came into my life
life is really challenging. The hard work you put in to something doesn't
guarantee the results you want.

Tim Xu

~avorite moments a.t Subiaco Academy
being in disc golf for Renaissance Day "ith Mr. Rhem at Russellville.

Friendships al the Academy
Best friends even ,U Subi

got kicked out

I didn't get to .. .
go to homecoming or pla~· football

leave on weekends as often or make all A's.

Max Zhou

Jon Vines
. .

Subi has taught me ...

ff I had to do it all over again, I'd ...

to trust in yourself. Do what you know is right.

participate in more sports and activities.

Friendships al the Academy ...

Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy

The Academy has revived old friendships and helped me gain so many

getting my first haircut by my roommate

I didn't get lo ...

Subi has taught me .. .

play junior high football freshman year.

how to act and develop myself as a man.

ff I had lo do ii all over again, I'd .. .

Friendships al the Academy

worry less.

They will be life long friends, and I will surely miss them.

Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy

I didn't get to ...

Hanging 1\ith the crew, playing football and basketball with my
brothers. Hackey sack.

experience the joy of not having a roommate.

ff I had to do ii all over again, I'd ...

JOm football earlier, spend more time on my grades and prepare for SAT
and ACT earlier.

d .

Favorite moments at Subiaco Academy

Tony Zhou
ff I had to do it all over again, I'd.. .
try to become a very good Subiman, join more acti\iles and clubs.

Favorite mom_e nts at Subiaco Academy

uru,g senior footbal season and the off-season working hard \\;th all
my brothers for the football games and fighting for Subiaco's honor
with my teammates in the games

The first time I came to Subiaco Academy, I felt everything for me was
new and better than before I came.

Subi has taught me .. .

the great relationship behveen teachers, students and brothe~. And the
responsibility to your community and others

Subi has taught me ...
What real brotherhood is, how to become a tough man and nol lo be
afraid to make mistakes but afterwards to fb: them.

I didn 't get lo ...
I didn't get to .. .
get good grades or play on the football team when I was in 10th grade.

become a ,eal Subiman. but I am prnud to be a Subi-studen~

Joseph Harl
Sam Hartfield
Ian Hattabaugh
Nathan Hebert

F;;..:~=---l ;,;.;;..:;:__:~~ j:::,:.;!....;.;;.!;;;_-, ~;;;..~ _;::;;::.__,,...-.:..__! ,,.:! Michael Hennessey
StuCo Cla,,. Officer.: Connor Moran, representative; Mathew
Post, representative; Vincent Hoang, president; R.D. Weidman,
representative; Connor McKenzie, vice-president.

Adam Musgrove and Jay Finley apparently don't need much of a reason to celebrate; a
handshake has become traditional. Adam said, "I've learned that all these guys here with
me are my brothers, whether thay have been here fora few months or for five years."

JUNIORS - Class of 2016
Jakob Bergen
Mitchell Berry
Joseph Blaschke
Eric Boltuc
Jarrod Brown

Vincent Hoang
Dong Ho Kang
Christian Kaufman
James Kim
Harris Knox

Nicholas Langston
Connor McKenzie
Jackson Mendenhall
Connor Moran
Adam Musgrove

Michael Cannon
Eric Cauthron
Eugene Chen
Walker Cobb
Connor Corwyn

Hayden Criswell
Jacob Dingler
Jay Finley
Tyler Franz
Christian Fry

Sungwan Park
Cam Phan
Mathew Post
Toby Schluterman
Braxton Smith

Grayson Furr
James Goude
Joel Gregory
Dominic Hackman
Jakob Halter

R.D. Weidman
James Wells

After the seniors' sl,.,it parodied the
f,u:ulty, the juniors followed up with a parody of
the senior class. I. Mathew Post portr,1ys
Christian Lowery. 2. Ian Hattabaugh took on the
country role of Andrew Komp. 3. Eric Boltuc
exposes his physique as Jon Vi.nes with the
admiration of man)' , including Michael Cannon. 4.
Brady Tolbert wa~ in charge of creating the second
skit• with a time tra\'cl theme- that all were

The l ~ d~ feels
pride in size and strength
''We're awesome,'' Michael Hennessey
said about the Class of 2016.
They view themselves as an athletic
bunch; and, in fact, they are with more than
65% of the class actively involved in a
school-sponsored athletic event.
They won the dodgeball tournament held
on the afternoon of the ational Testing
Day.
In Spirit Week competitions, they won in
the team events of vo lleyball and football,
placing second in basketball and soccer
tennis and disc golf.
They did not, however, defeat the seniors
in the tug of war, a loss they accepted and
marked up to the bulk of the seniors. And,
admitted James Goude, 'They had more
stamjna."
Next year, they know, will be Senior Win
Day again.

ll Berrv and Joseph Bl
IJcyball with their ~t play. 2. Eugene
the Friday afternoon game to see who could
airplane furthest. 3. Michael Hennessey
and his partner James Goude made it to the

by my COUNT
umbers figure into life at Subi

Jormts

Goud.

... and the st
The di.vmil' of
lifeat~is

Mike

re&:terl in the
diro:siiy D!I the

FREDERICK'S
Body Shop

jlirorcm
Bi-lingual student Michael gyuen
speaks Vietnamese at home and
English in public. He can also speak
some Chinese. He hopes some day to
be doctor.

The Path Nathan Hebert, a junior,
came to Subiaco a yea r later than his
younger brother Aaron, a
sophomore. Typical of a younger
brother, Aaron could only manage to
call his brother "a huge nerd."

Diversity Defined Arkansas (Alex Walker),
Texas (Vincent Hoang) and North Carolina
Oakob Bergen) arc represen ted in these friends
in the junior class.

2715 West Walnut
Paris,AR

4 79-963-2242
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Moving has been a
part of Liam
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StuCo Class Officer,.· David Andrepont, representative; Nicolas Charbonnet,
representative; Sangv,,oon Lee, president; Aaron Brooks, vice-president; Elliot
Mason, representntive.
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Dante Stanford takes the lead as team quarterback in the sophomore touch
football game during the Field Day events.

SOPHOMORES - Class of 2017
David Andrepont
Nsisong Archibong
David Boll
Aaron Brooks
Callum Bruton

Jesus Calvillo
Nicolas Charbonnet
Song Huan Chen
Andrew Davis
Davis Elliot

David Espinoza
Zach Franz
Pierce Goldtrap
Deacon Hardwicke
Aaron Hebert

Sampras Helton
Riggs Hester
Anthony Hoang
Liam Johnson
Carlson Ketcham

Minh-Phong
T,an
Henry Vu

Yusay
Watanabe
Max Wheeler
Judd Wright
Trey Wright

doing agxxl pb WCl.5 amatter
of das5 pride

let the GAMES

DON'T GIVE LP ,ow Top: Seth Kupers as the anchor
seems ready to admit defeat as they pull against the
junior class. Seniors Andrew Komp and E\•an Strobel
look to see who their next competitors will be. Bottom
If pure desire and grit could win a competition, then
Henry Vu and Pierce Goldtrap certainly h,l\'e this tug of
war match in the bag.

BEGIN

The sophomore class had been booed
for the last two years with their skit so some
were hesitant to take on the challenge of
creating or participating in this yea~s
production .
But a few knew that someone had to
take on this challenge and pull the class
through. So after several dicussions and a
group effort, a plot was created and names
were thrown around for the various roles.
Between class president Sangwoon
Lee, who developed the plot, and Elliot
Mason , a class representative who
choreographed the ideas, a skit was hashed
out and twisted into shape. A few practices
later and Friday rolled around and it was
time to show their stuff.
Sampras Helton , who unarguably took
on the funniest role, said, "We didn't get our
act together. It needed to be much , much
funnier."
Most felt like the skit did indeed redeem
them. They had done all right. Maybe next
year would show even more progress.
'The fact that we were not booed as
much means, in our eyes, that we came out
victorious," said Mason.

HOMORE SKIT for the game a
revo vcd around a challenge between the t
Alex Snow takes on Tim Thomas in a thun
beauty who announces each round of the
competition in the dance off against oppo
crowd with his break dance moves. 4. Cl
tum in the game challenge. In this com

box quicker than any opponent.

The oophomores
may still ~young

but they have stories
to tell of dreams and
lives lived.

A SIMPLE LIFE Braxton Leding, as a
four-year-old, was cuddled and held by
Paris Hilton and Nicole Ritchie as the
filming fo r the reality show took place in
the home of the Lcdings from Altus, AR.

A R1CH LlFE With parents from Burundi,

Axel has a background rich in diversity.
Davb EUfot spent five of his ea rly
formulative years in Germany but did not
learn the language. Someday he hopes to
revisit the country.

Paris, AR

479-963-2121

:e.

Left: Trevor Willis, Thomas
Greene, David Phan and
Bailey Boothroyd gather in
the stands.
Below: Grayson Brown and
Hunter Hess check their
online status at lunch.
Grayson said, "We had a lot
of new freshmen this year. I
personally think that this
added a lot of talent and skill
to the school community.

Student Council Cla<,;s Olfice.....,: President, Ben lngle; Representatives
Lawson Winn, Tom Johns, and Andrew Eveld. (Not pictured: Vice
President David Phan.)

--

Freshmen Chance O'Nea l, Ba il ey Boothroyd, Ja mes Bao, and Hu nter Fleming
rage against the sophomores in tug-of-war. "It kept going back and forth," said
Chance O'Neal.

Above: Jasper Delanno
assists Lawson Winn in
getting his tie right
before taking school
pictures. Right: ick
VanGaasbee.k and John
Shero await the start of
Field Day events. Shero
shared these words of
advice: "Make sure to
cut your hair regularly.
#Texas#l.~

FRESHMEN - Class of 2017
Brice J. Adams
Anthony Andrepont
Bosen Bao
Bailey Boothroyd
Nathan Bourgeois

Grayson Brown
Won Young Choe
Tyler Clark
Jasper Delanno
Ryland Estes

Andrew Eveld
Hunter Fleming
Andrew Goldtrap
Thomas Greene
Haegan Hess

Hunter Hess
Tiangang Huang
Ben lngle
Tom Johns
Carlen Johnson

Tyler Moran
Max Morton
Ronald Mugisha
Chance O'Neal
David Phan

I. The freshman class gathers at the final pep
rally of the year, held near South Park since roof
work often dosed off the front entrance of the
Main Building.
2. Tom Johns and Andrew Eveld wait for
Wednesday Mass. Tom s..1id, "Catholic is my
religion so it is nice to go to church and pray as a
class and hear the word of God."

Freshman Woo Chan Lee
works in the garden at the
Coury Hou!-<! as part of the
retreat dav for frchhmen. ·1t
was an inh!resting experience,"
said Lee. "I was able lo relax mv
mind by working in flowe'r
beds, and attendjng th
remon.iei."

OraFrewnon
etl.alx>
ra
Retreat
Every day at Subiaco as the fiveminute bells call the monks to prayer,
students are reminded of the Benedictine
life of work and prayer or ' ora et labora."
It is uplifting to know that no matter what a
monk is doing, he answers the call to
gather with his community to pray not only
for his own needs but for others
In that spirit, each class has a retreat
in which they combine prayer and work.
The ninth graders were ' called away to
prayer" on Oct. 22 for an all-day retreat on
campus.
The day was a mixture of prayer,
service, Lectio divina (guided meditation)
and fellowship. The retreat closed with an
opportunity for the Sacrament of
Reconciliation and a mass just for the
retreat group. Their work element was to
spruce up the patio and garden area of
Coury House.

advice: listen to seniority. It gets better in a few years. E
high school, live a little."
2. Haegcn Hess, a new student from Texas, enjoys gatherin
cheer.
3. Jasper Dela1rno has found that Subiaco Academy has bee
for him in his first year. "A t Subiaco I have found that brat
blood, but it's friendship. I now have the honor of calling th
brothers."

Pray OS though it all
deiaidoo on Coo;
work os though it all
•dooonyou.

Away F r om Ho m e

Ronald Mugisha

-St Augustine

"' You want to hear 1r1mething AMAZING?
Page s po n so red b)

The freshman
maystill~
young but they
have stories to
tell of dreams
and lives lived
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Thomas M. Spivey
D.D.S., P.A.
Family Dentistry
Orthodontics
20 East Short Mountain Street
Paris, AR 72855
479-963-2292
Go Trojans!
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Lawson Winn "In the second grade,
Abbot Jerome came and t.ilked to us
about the school Subiaco. He told us
about the brotherhood and the acti\'ities
and the mcmorie~ of this place. A
number of years after that, I s.1w it onli.nc
and asked my mother if she was
interested in sending me here for a belier
education.H

Two years ago, Mike Vangaasbeek
graduated from Subiaco Academy. llus
year, his younger brother ick began his
Subi journey. Nick said, "Hearing :.tories
about my brother from the
upperclassmen only ~ t s my eagerness
and enthusiasm about Subi. I musl c.irry
on the leg,,cy ...

.

tve~th graders Connor Phillips, Sean Putnam and Alexander Putnam join in
arnmg the chears at the beginning of the 2014-2015 school year.

' ,

8th Grade - Class of 2019

---~--,

Seventh Grade Student Council: Jake Bristol, President; Connor
:hillips, Vi~e President; Ty Ford, Representative; Zachary Plugge,

7th Grade - Class of 2020

Drake Williams, Keizer Sosebee and
Joey Perrette watch as a pep-rally skit
is being performed.

Benjamin Beckham
Jacob Bristol
Ty Ford
Daniel Huanert

Connor Miller andTv Ford show school
spirit by dressing
for frat day.

uP

Levi Class
Luke Hertlein
Ethan Miller
Isaac Osborn

Joey Perrette
Evan Redmond

Mikhail Rzhanista
Keizer Sosebee

Rei Watanabe
Drake Williams
Charlie Winslow
Stephen Winslow

Alexander Putnam
Sean Putnam

~

Tuesday moming, students either stayed
up on the hill for disc golf and soccer
tennis or they went down the hill for
basketball, football and volleyball. Ethan
Strobel, on the 7th and 8th grade football
team, lead his team to a victory over the
ninth graders. ··we did short passes and
they didn't CO\'er." His team ultimately
lost to the seniors in a game that saw Sean
Jafari go down with a broken tibia and
fibula.

"There was no better
teacher to dress up
as than ~1.r. Goetz. 1
felt I could be the
best Mr. Goetz on
campus with the
blond wig.~
Jackso11 Mendmha/111

l-lere come the mighty force of
the junior squad. We won in
football and one more victory
and there will be the first ever tie
breaker for Spirit Week! We will

c uf

----------

'"Mr. Kinney is one of
my favorite Iteachers}

I

My clothes had to be
from the '70s and I had
to wear boots.~

Tom /olr11s 9

Td like to thank Mrs.
G for making the
outfit and J really
enjoyed dressing like

Mr.;.G.-

Tim 111omas 10
"We were the frat
daddies of Subiaco.
Those were my
golfing pants. It was
my favorite day (of
the dress down

wear their senior shirts as
they hold up posters for the
crowd. Only the best were
kept.
Underclassmen watch as their
peers' posters get ripped. Jace
Cameron (7) thought, "Oh
gosh. I knew mine was going
to get ripped up. I made it in
five seconds. And I didn't
have the appropriate school
spirit.ti
Juniors give a thumbs up for
a poster.

l'\'l~ u•W .__, days] .

Trey Wright 9
'Playing Blind Man's
Bluff is a lot like being in
high school. There is so
much noise and you are
blind and O\'erwhelmed
by the noh,e until vou
hear what you are~
looking for. •

Braxtorr Smith 11
..We lost by a couple
points to eighth
graders. We kept
going for the big
plays that left a lot of
room for error.~

Max Morton (9)

Page ~ponsored b)

I. On Tuesday afternoon, the Spirit Week
games were held. The bat spin, a popular
game with the crowd, had Mathew Post
unable to stand as he rounded Mr. Matt
Stengel.
2. Michael Hennessey (11) made ii through
about four rounds of the egg toss before his
egg burst. "My teammate James Goude and I
were repeating 'Please don't break' over and
over in our heads.''

Elsken Insurance
& Real Estate
507 East Walnut
Paris, AR 72855

479-963-3006

G DEEP
how·

inth grader Andrew Eveld
competed in the senior high district

tournament held at University of the
Ozarks in Oarksville on Oct. 7, In
district he and his doubles partner
Anthony Andrepont (9) played as
well as any members by advancing to
the semi-finals where they were
defeated by the eventual district
champs.
Fellow player John Tran (12) had

~!::~===-==!:;;:::!
:=:::.:=::==:;;::=d

many compliments for Andrew.,

calling him "patient" and "consistent."
"He's not looking for the big play to
end a game,"
Andrew was often seen on the
practice court in the morning during

PE but also after school, even after tl1e
season had ended. His continued
efforts, Jolm said, would pay off for
Andrew,

'The season went by
too fa~t. I wi!Ji I ha.d

prepared my~lf
better and played
bcttl.'r m mv ma.tchL>s
It was f~ating to
see Andrew and

Anthony get better
each day

John Tran (12)

,

,

~

-•~,.,

PO. Box568
Paris, AR 72855
479-963-3051
'

'

'

Nick Trachier (12),Joh.n Tran (12), Alex Sharum (12)
Front row : Anlhony Andrepont (9), Andrew Eveld (9), Tiangang Huang (9),
Franz (10), Sam Nichol (11)

The senior football players lead the rest of !he football team through the tunnel al the beginning of the
game. Thanks to the fathers of day student players, the run-through has been set up for each home
game for the last two years.

1. Grant Mc.Kenzie (12) and Logan Kremer (12) line up at
the line of scrimmage.
2. Kelly Hollis (12) rushes w ith the ball for a season total
of910ya rds.
3. Jon Vines (U) had 35 receptions for 304 yards for the
year.
4. Christian Lowery (12) rushed 52 times this season for

205 yard,.'·-

- - - ___ ...,,_ _ _ _ __

.--

the SENIOR CORNER
Jack Hertlein and Carlson Ketcham
watch from the sidelines due to early
season injures.

Page .spo nso red by

Medi-Quik
Pharmacy
& The

Perfect Gift

~ lames Wells (11), Joseph Blaschke (11) and
ta:~ BuJhJ~ (11) were among the leading

406E.Walnut
Paris, AR 72855

'A., 479-963-1555
~

1ers Wi th a combined 210 tackles.

''Beating Perryville in the last
seconds of the homecoming
game my junior year."

Isaiah Kury

"Working hard with all my
brothers d uring every
p ractice."
Mn.t Zhou

"Two-a-d ays and defeating
Decatur junior year."

Mario Juarez

~ J~seph Ha rt ranked among the top three
s ers with a total of277 yards.
~~~.ike Reilly (12) kicked for a total of 1253
r s and 19 points this year.

Top: Pierce Goldtrap, Brennon Felte.rm-an, Kelly Hollis, Joseph Blaschke, Alex Bowman, Jack Hertlein,
Mitchell Berry, Eric BLdtuc, Andrew Komp, Grant McKenzie, Jon Vines, Brady Tolbert, Max Zhou, Toby
Schluterman. Middle: Coach Mike Berry, Manager Luke Hertlein, Michael Cannon, Seth Kupers,Tyler
Franz, Tim Thomas, Deacon Hardwicke, Joseph Hart, Ian Hattabaugh, Logan Kremer, Isaiah Kury, Carlson
Ketcham, Steven Schlutennan, Caleb Phillips, Coach Kenneth Stovall, Coach Joseph De,·ine. Bottom:
Sa.ngwoon Lee, Sam Hartfield, Alex Snow, Christian Lowery, Ryan King, Eric Cauthron, Mario Juarez,
James Wells, Jackson Mendenhall, Aaron Brooks.

"Football does not
just mold your
muscle, but it also
molds the man you
are and the man
you become. "
Ty Mora n, 9

Finishin g Strong

Left Dra!,..e \\:illiams. Hunter
Fleming. and Devon Fo~t hne up
for the opening play at their first
home game

For Ronald Mugisho, this
year was his first time

EVER lo ploy football.
His favorite hme was in

the final game when he
ployed cornerbock and

•t octuol1y stopped the
ploys.•
Rancid Mugisho 9

Monoger Jasper Delonno (9J
said, "Despite the outcome, I
believe really ond truly tho! they

(the

players)

hod

the

best

inlenlionsond tried their very best
The bond wos there the whole
time. This place opens up your
head and you live with these
people, so you learn to love 'em."
John Shero 9
•Teamwork is key. Even

though we didn't hove
a great season, our
teamwork and effort I

Far left. Hunter Fleming gets some

much nei.>dt.->d guidance from
Coach Joe Devine.
Lett: The team comes in for a
huddle.

Grayson Brown 9
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Paris Dental Clinic
Nick Dollar, D.D.S.

Bailey Boothroyd 19) said, 'I

15WestMain
Paris, AR 72855

479-963-3086

Top Hunter Fk-mmg and Bn.ce Adams rush the ball, scoring thl' hrst touchdov. n of thc-ir hrst home
g,11'
Bottom Brvcl' Adams and Ben Ingle trv to make It p<1st the defon~1\e 1ml' lu gt>t a first dm,n

enjoyed ploying righr tackle, ond
will definitely ploy ogoin next
year, but I need to be more
athletic ond to get in shape I'm
toking a football comp."

I've go t

SOMETHING to say
'The bonfire.
brought us Subi
brothers closer to

~-~llmes

each other than we

have e,•er been.

James Goud,, (11)

MMore, more more. Maybe I
can eat enough tonight to
su rvive the rest of the week.

This might be better than
home cooking."

Rae/Wilhelm (9)

"Great night wilh the
Subi family and

community to
support the footba ll
team.M

Traditionally the pig roast starts at 4:30 as students load up on a hay trailer for transport to the ridges
where the feasting and gaming are held. The weather was perfectly dear and cool for such an event

The Pig Roast for every one of the last ten years ha!, begun with the Mebrabon of \fa.,!i on the ridges.
near the original spot for the founding of the mon.istery

"The bonfire is
always one of the
best parts of the year.
We get to tnke
pictures with our

friends, toss around
the pigskin and cheer
on ou r Trojans!"

As Mr. Greg Timmerman steps
down this year from the Deon of
Men position, he also turns over
the reins to Mr. Mott Noble the
daunting task of an annual pig
roast on the ridges.
. In its tenth year, the pig roast
is a wonderful opportunity for the
students, parents, and personnel
ta gather and rela x.
Always held in the foll , it is an
event that showcases the talents
of many adults as well os students.
Adults haul chairs, setup tents and
sound systems, cook, serve,
celibrate Moss, and prepare
9ames.
The student talent comes in the
form of karaoke singers and pie
eaters and bat spinners.

Th e Wonder of it All
Every year three teachers-Mr. Roy Goetz,
Mr. Rob Pugh and Mr. Gary Kinney- try to
plan one of the Renaiss..1nce Day activities
around a trip to the Buffalo Rh·er.
"The 01.ark region is one of the most
beautiful in ,111 of North America. I think it
is especially important for our international
s tudents to spend some time seeing the
natural beauty of the area. The Buffalo River
is our first National River and is the 'must
see· part of the 0:r.arks." Mr. Roy Goetz

Renaissance Day for students often
appears lo be singularly about getting a
day away from classes. But most chose
their activity not with the idea of which
activity would be the most fun but rather
considered the value of the experience.

Dov;d Andrepont I IO) d;d the CPR course
because he wanted to one of the people
who could help o person if the need came

up.
Logan Weisenfels ( 12) chosethecemetary
visits for one more chance to toke in the
wisdom of Fr. Hugh.
CAMARADERIE l. Lost Valley was the site fo r a
meal by the students who went hiking with Mr.
Roy Goetz and Mr. Gary Kinney.
2 Farmers-for-the-day Zach Plugge (7) and Daniel
Huanert (7) sell some of the produce from their
day spent in the garden of Mike and Liz Preston.
3. Nsisong Archibong gets help with calligraphy
from Br. Ephrem O'Bryan.
4. It was quite the learning experience for the
young men Rei Watanabe (8) and David
Andrepont (10) in the CPR course taught by nurse
Laura Fawcett.

And Ryland Estes 19) come out of his
activity with o birthday present for his
mother, a bird house nailed together and

po;nted by h;mself.

Page sponsored by

Subiaco
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LEFT: Max Wheeler (9) spent time in the
carpenter shop for Renaissance Day. They
listened while Br. Jude Schmitt explained
some of tJ,e new equipment that allows
them todo scroll work and cre,1te other more
intricate products, Then lhe stuents learned
to apply plaster to dry wall as Max is doing
in this photo. They also learned to change
the oil ina \'Chicle. ~I did l!njoytheactivitics
very much. I hope to do this again for my
Grandpa's car!" said Max

"I have always
gotten more out
of volunteering
than I expected. Nick U111gsto11

"I likestuff,but
people like stuff
too, so it's all
good."
Minh Pho,rg

(11/

Tran (10)

4%
TO GIVE

"I Like to get
presents from
other people.
Plus I'm broke.-

26%
Or

i would rather
recei\•e, but I reali7.e
the importance of
giving to others for
the spir!t of the
season.
Hayden Criswell (11)

"I think that
giving gives a
better sense of
satisfaction than
receiving gifts
from the family."
HarrisKJ,or(11)

TO
RECEIVE

/0/111 Ng11y1•11 (11)

◄

"The Chrisbnas
season reminds me to
be generous, and
through generosity I
will be given
prosperity."
Pierce Goldtrap (9)

"Receiving is interesting because it shows how those close to
you think about your nature and makes you feel loved that
they would put the thought into that present."
Co1111orCorwy11 (11)

Christmas Time

WATU US

CELEBRATE

A Collection of Yuletide Preparations on the Hill
Tre weekend is most often a sbw time for
th, stcdents of Scboco Academy ot k,ost on th,
campus. bJt that was not the case for many
students In ti., eorly weeks of December Th,
first weekend sow over 20 students Lp and
working by 10 om. replacing Wbs, stringing
lig,ts 1-orgirg wreoths. decocatirg trees. locghirg
telling stories of duck huiltng sipping hot
ch:x:olote with a dorui in th, otl.,r hand and
ef¥lYlng the one wcrm day of the week.
Tl-ct afternoon eleven students contin...ed the

CIYistmos cheer by rirgirg bels foe th, Salvation

A,my at th, Ckrlsv,lle ~cente< foe fo.r
fou-s Scrgwoon Lee 1101 frocn Korea
participated in both events. As a Sh.dent
COU1Cil member.

the season

he helped his compu. celeb-ole

-n-ot was my first time to decorate.

GYistmos is ore of the

biggest events in Arrerico

different from Korea.-

Ard tl.,n ti., next day. Scrdoy was ti.,

Lessor-. and Coccis pe,forrronoe by ti., cl-cir
Will Owens 1111 was p<rtieuady b.,;y as i.,
dwected ti., hordbell cl-cir song with ti.,
deanery cl-o,r and song with ti., Scholo oc

- ,ir.;~~

CHRISTMAS

slcdenl cl-cir. In fact. I., hod a solo. 11
wos heel~. but ii lured out all nght"
Th, next weekend feotu-ed more
m..,sicol performances by piano sobsts
the recorder ensemble ord the jazz
.....,.,,ble. Th-ee·yeoc membe< of ti.,
jazz. bord said

-n-e Ch-istmos concert

the
bond. It is tl-e time wl-ere we hove
perfected o...r so...nd and coo showcase
is a h..rning point every yeor for

o...r Improvisational S<.ills.-

Ard just In tirre lo spread the joy of
ti., Clvislrros h,idoys

Page s p o n so red b)

Pizza Barn
519 West Walnut
Paris, AR
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963-3334

Worst of times
Soloists go through writer's
block just like ,1uthors and

poets or even songv.•ritcrs. It
is frustrating at best and
dL'-ruptive at wor!.t
Eric Ca11thro11 (11)

As a soloist, knowing you are
creating something no one has
heard before makes ii easier to
get up and perform It still
takes courage to solo but I ha,·e
never not enjoyed creating a
new work of art. That is not to
say that it is always good art!
Jacob Mm~lri (12)

It is not every yea according to bard director M.
Roy Goetz, tl-ot re I-as a sabst n every sechon al tre
t(lZZ bard
·1n OOf given yea the vaioble that elevates us cr
sabst,
holds us bock • tre q<dty and qucntily al
Tl;, yea re • daJ:,iy bles,ed tl-ot most of tl-e,;e
sobs.ts ore not servers. lsooc Miller on guilor ord

=

Jacob Maestri on sax ore the only feoh.red server
sabst,

Nv. Goetz lee• strocgly tl-ot this years gr= ol
sobish especially on Hse keyb:ud guikr ord sax. ore
tre best re 1-os 1-od
·o, keyboard Axel [Ntcromatu,g,ol • lecrless
crd 1rwentive. wNch always odds excitement too...sets.· Axel h:is been ploying with the jazz bond since
tre e,ghth grade
On sax is veteran pbyer .Jocob N\oestri, wl-o iS a
~rocg tedncal player wl-ose ·SLOtlety er-.:=ages

the whole ensemble to expb-e the more
side of jazz.
Arother sabst tl-ot I-as been leatU'ed
Eric Cwth-on a jtrior Even
prnlessional gutc.-.t Go-y rl,tchr-.a, lrO'TI
0-ea Blue was ,mpressed w,th Oics play
/I.Ar Goetz certail'Vy agrees, rotir,g trot &ic
I-as 'great tedhocal a6'lity ard a good ecr
for p,',aslrg rls sobs always IU'n cp tre

expressive

often is gUtaisl

reo, on

OU'"

perforrnorc_es_·- - -
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BOB ROGERS

CHEVROLET, INC.
Hwy. 22 West -Paris, AR 72855
FIND NEW ROADS ®
www.bobrogerschevrolet.net

:Q_

479-963-3004 l-800.553-3403

Row I: Axel /\tam.1tungil'(),S,1mrras Hl'lloo,J;J1."0b M~tri, R).ln Moore, O.wis Ellllllt, M1khail !Wl.lnista
Row 2: Woo Ch.1ngShim, S.1ngwoon La>, Alex Sharum, Nick 1..-.cy, David ~plnoia, Grayson Furr, Robt-n Rfflly, U'\·i Clas6,
R.iphaclWHhelm
Row J: jOSC'ph Hart, Mild1eU Berry, Haydl'.'n Cri!,wl'II, Carlson Ketch.1m, Braxton M•chng. 5.lm /\idlOI
Row 4 lsaa.c MIiler, Dong Ho Knng.. Pierce Cold trap, Erle Cnuthn:,n, Andrew Gold1rap, Dominic Hackman

celebration of One
Million Children
Praying the Rosary.

I

EUREKA!

Sotu-day, A.,;, 30
"Going to Eureka Springs to see
the Passion Play was one of the
greatest trips I ever had. On our
way to Eureka Springs, our bus
hit a six~point deer. The entire
front of the bus was destroyed
and the radiator was spewing out
liquid . However, our luck was
greater than our accident.
Because we were going to see the
reenactment of Jesus' life, He
blessed us with a more
comfortable ride through a nice
stranger.
We saw the Bible museum, the
Ozark stauc of Jesus, a life-sized
model of what a Jewish temple
looked like in Jesus' time, and the
best part: we got to act in the

Passion Play!~
Joh n Tra n (12)

Seniof ClASfads

r. Dominic Faciane, OSB, Jack Hertlein, Ashlin Forbis
n Kremer, Will Owens and Patrick Giuliani. The main
as Jesus and Jacob \1aestri as John the Baptist.

"I have been in 6 plays since

LITT up your VOICT
in SONG

my freshman year, including
12 Angry Men, Man of LaMancha,

Animal Farm, Big River,
Conversation at Night with a
Despised Character,
and God.spell:

Jolin Tran

-----

., have been in 5 plays since
my sophomore year,
including Man or LaMancha,

Animal Farm, Big River,
Conversation at Night with a
Despised Character, and
Godspell."

/acobMm:stri

------

J

j

The International
Thespian Society
members (right)
attended a workshop in
January. In February
John Tran (abo\·e)
performed A
Conversation with a
Despised Character and
received a first place for
his performance.

So-IOLA choir
Back: Connor McKenzie,Jakob Bergen,
Jack Hertlein, Jacob Maestri, Will Owens.
Middle: Grayson Brown, Cam Phan, Ahn
Bui, Andy Vo, Logan Kremer, Mr. Stephen
Thompson
Front Eugene Chen, John Tran, Jake
Bristol, Raef Wilhelm, Timmy Constantino.

The choir's signature performance was
for the Lessons and Carols to celebrate
the Christmas season.

Logan
County
Bank
www.logancountybank.net
P.0.80x85

57E St Hwy.197
PO.Bax 101

Scranton. AR 72863

Sub1aca. AR 72865

600Ma1nStreet

~9-3-4-4203 ~
3_s-_2_s _11_ _ _ _ _4~7g.
_1_s-_s479-938-7084
_4
65
~
Fox:
._

Senior Pl,1ycr.;: E\'an Strobel, Jon Vim.~.
Kelly Hollis, Chric;,tian Lowery, Cash
Krueger, We~lcy Timmerman

"My most memorable
basketball game was
sophomore year in the
district k>umamenl against
Maumelle It was
memorable because we
wondistnct."

"Even though all game1
ore very memorable lo

I. While playing Clinton, Christian Lo" ef'\
had -l !.leab, his most per game this year.
2. CaY\ Krueger is a high scorer for the
team with a total of 317 poinl!-i in regular

season

me, my ~ memorable
game would hove k> be
when we came from
behind and beat Dover
in the final ~nds of
thegome"

&an S,,obe/

3. Kdlv Hollis reach1..>s for one of his 22
steal-. during the regular se.ison pla\,
"My favoote game was
against Potttv,lle
sophomo,e year .....here I
hit o lou second rhree lo
lead uslorhe
champioo.sh1p"

Cos.I, Krueger

"The $e<:ond lime we
ployed Ponsville was my
lovonte game because of
the 70-foot shol l drained
al the end of the fil"$1

quarter"

Chnshan Lowery

B.1ck; A~,istanl Willi,1m Stehle, Coach Randv
Terry, Evan Strobel. Jon VinC3, Alex Wal\...cr:
C.1-.h Krueger, J~ph Boltuc, Jakob Bergen,
Sampras H('lton, Wesley Timmerman, Henry
Vu, Head Coach Tim Tcncle,·c
Kneeling: \•fanagcr Bra:..lon leding. RD.
Weidman, ,._isong Archibong, Chrishan
l..cwery, Kelly HolJi!>. )lW?ph Blaschke, Zach

Franz, Mathew Po~t. Oa\"id Bolt.

"The Jon 20 game
ogoinsl Dover i, whol j
con~der the gome of the
year. We !.lruggfed
lnr01.19hou1 the gome
making many m1r.tokes bu!
were able lo win lhe
gome w1rh o lou mmule

layup.

TEAM UNITY The

five wins in the
month of Jonuory gove the junior high
ond o stronger
outlook
teem o brighter
sense of unity.
The Trojons hosted the iunior high
district tournament Feb. 11-15.

\Vinning four gaml.~ in a row, four conference games, four conterences
games at home in front of the home town cro\"·d had the junior high team and
coaches smiling and flying for days.
They went into the district toumamenet with a 5-11 win Joss record, good
enough to earn them a fourth seed for the tournament. Coach Randy Terry
attributed their strong finish to hard work and team chemistry.

DO\ljf lf,HAT
WINNING!
Tyler Komp 19) wos delighted to get
to start as o Trojan in his second year
ot Subiaco. His best game was
against Trinity when he was high.point
mon with 1.4 points. He also hod four
rebounds and three steels for the night
to help the team to o 3 1-30 victory.
This game was one of their two games
won by o one-point margin.
David Phan 19) is a first-year player
for the Trojons. Coach Rondy Terry
soid he was on "extremely hard
worker."

practice."
Hvnter &m,ng (9)

"Despite a nine-game
losing streak, this
team hos stuck
together. And with
that hos come four
games in o row of
success."
TyClo,lc/9/

Junior High Basketball team: Manager
William Stehle, Luke Hertlein (8), Le,·i
Glass (8), T,· Clark (9), Rvland EstL'S (9),
Ethan Strobt.-1 {7), Tylt.·r Komp (9), Hunter
He~s (9), JOl' P('rettc (fl), Da,·id Phan (Y),
Hunter Fleming (9), Ben Ingle (9). Devon
Forst {8) and Coach R.tndy Terry

"Our student
section is
awesome."
&honS!rob.l/7/

every Catholic Schools W
o de Santiago before ventu
m Johns (9) assists Deaco

i

Seniors Woo Chong
Shim, Jun Woo
Chong ond Joe
Yong Oh count the
candy in the jars
in hopes of winning.

Ice Cream Social
"It's great that the
Parent's Association
gets stuff like this
together for the
students."

Walker Cobb ( I I)

concert. The members
of the band ore so
talented. I can't wait to
hear them agoin. 11
Jarrod Brown (II}

On guessing exactly
the number of

Starbursts in o jar:
"I just guessed a
number• that moment.
My mind told me

236."

T"ey only had to be asked once. When Oreo Blue
c:i:ld Vocalist Gary Hutchinson prompted the
Owd to get up and datl(."C, Dr Carmen Steigman
7:d member. of the undcrcl~,;.., took him up ('In
t e offer and danced in the a1-.\c

Deep Connections
to e

all
<.
"Someone get him a
"can of corn"

bucket! He's throwing up."
1. Logan
Marlowe (1 O) has
played baseball
since
t-ball. He likes
pitching because
"you can control
the tempo of the

game:

tant

2. Hayden
Criswell likes
baseball for the
diverse skills
needed: •11
takes knowledge,
discipline,
patience and
skill. Faith In
your teammates
is much

pler, .Dominic Hackman knew that
. itions he would be in for his fair i:.hare. Still, baseball
fli1Matu111 · c al ab,:.vtwiveto
hCie you nL'L'<i to bi: to get the job done."

needed:

-

3. Thomas
Greene (9)

Mem1>en oflhe tam wen ubd. wttat play, locaDy or

.-.U,,,wutllolrfflmlleoD-llmo-pl&ybl

believes that
baseball players
are "Well
rounded with the
mental and
physlcal ability
to remain
focused and play
hard until the
game is over•

Trojan Baseball Team:
Kneeling: Sam Hartfield, lnaki Sardina, Tiangang Huang, Joey Perrette, Thomas Greene, Ryan King. 'a than Qi.Jimbo,
Dominic I Jackman Standing: Coach Joe Devine, Hayden Criswell, Zach franz, Deacon Ha.rdwicke, Tim Thomas, Mn
Morton, M.ill Glass, Aaron Brooks, Logan Marlowe, Judd Wright, Manager Trey Wright

Warming up the ARM / /Nathan Quimbo was one of the starting pitchers
for the Trojans. "I've been playing since I was six and it's the first sport I
ever played. It was how I made my first friend ."

' I
,,

·1

"Other sports are just sports but
baseball is my love and when it's
no longer fun, then it's no longer
a game:·
Judd Wright (10)

··My dad started to teach me
at around 4 years old. Ever
si nce I have had a love of the
game."
• Caleb Phillips (10)

"I haven't always played
baseball, but I've always
loved the game."
•Snm Hartfield (11)

"I've been playing ever since
I was bom. I wanted to be
like my dad and be the best
I could be.'. •Rya11 King (10)

"f•
h Ve been playing since t•b<11l and
. ave always loved it. My grandpa
lS a big Cardinals fan so I watch
8:.irnes w ith him." • Matt Glass (12)

What was your favorite
soccer memory? Winning
district during my junior
year
What is your favorite
position to play in soccer?
My favorite position to
play is wing. It allows me
to support the defense and
play aggressively but also
to support the offense. It
has allo\,·ed me to get
assists and score goals
throughout the season.
Travis Ln11dry (12)
"I have played soccer since my freshman year. I
gives many good memories with my teammates
and teaches us to persevere."
• Dong Ho Km1g (11)
"I have played soccer since 1 was six, and I was also
able to get a lot of friends to play as well.
Sometimes the soccer practices were very hard, but
those hard practices made me tough. Soccer is a
team sport, so we can help each other, and it is
super fun to play. When we win a game we can be
very happy and very excited."

• Yusny Wafnnnbe (10)

1gUBJAco

I

Wha! was your greatest
play of all time? During
semi-district last year
blocking three PKs.
What was your favorite
soccer memory? Winning
district junior year.
What is your favorite
position to play in soccer?
My favorite position is
goalie.

w~

OtrisMym(12)

What was your greatest
play of all time?
Scoring a leading goal
against Green Forest at
home.
Whal is your £avorite
soccer memory?
Winning the district
championship my junior
year.
What is your favorite
position in soccer? My
position is left
midfielder or whate\•er
position the team needs.

Jaeyong OIi (12)

Drills focusing on leg strength and ball
control were the main focus in
January and February.

I Snavely, Mike Reilly, Travis
1erce o trap, Bruydcn Rainwater, Coach
Franz, John Paul Post, Chris Myers, Jaeyong
Wilhelm, SukHoon Ryu, Tyler Moran, Yusay
Sung Ho Yoon, Woo Chan Lee, Hwijoon Lee.

What was your greatest
play of all time?
Scoring two goals
against Gurdon during
my freshman year.
What was your favorite
soccer memory?
Winning district my
junior year.
What is your favorite
position to play in
soccer? My fa,•orite
position is defensi\·e
midfielder or sweeper
WooChang Shim (12)

SatloHI Honor Society
Row 1: Ll.im Johnson, Br.1,1on U..>d.ing, Al::cl
,t,1m.1hmgiro, S.:m~-woon U..--c, John Paul Post,
Bra\'dcn R.linwakr, Elliot \1ason
Row 2: H.1vden Cri•wlell, Dominic Hackman,
Vinc1.-nt !10.lng, ,ick Langston, Dmg Ho Kang,
Jo,;cph Blaschke, Mathew Po-.t, Jamt.~ Well~, Walker
Cobb, Connor Moran.
Row 3: ,id.. Tr.ichicr, Grant \1cKt.-n.,ic, Logan
Kremer, J.ick Hertlein, Lra\'i~ Landry, '.\iathan

Quimlxl, Jac:k..',,(ln \tcndenh.111
Row 4 J(heph H.1rt, John Tr,m, Jacob Maestri,
Patrick Giuliani

Blue Arrow
Top: Will Owens, Eric Boltuc, Jon Vines.Jack
Hertlein, Cr.1nt McKervie, Ev.1n StrClrel, ;l\ick
Trachicr, MHchell Bcrrv.
Middle: Aaron Brook..: Cash Krueger, Christi.lo
Low.,•ry, Log.1n Kremer, Elliot Mason, \fathew
Po-.t, Trilw Schlutcrman, J~ph Hart, Jacob
\1a~tri..
Bottom: Axel '.\tamatungiro, John Tran, ,,;,;i.<;()ng
Archibong. Za.:h Fraru. J.1ckson \.1end.enhall.
Andy Vo, Logan \.\'ciSt..--nfels, Connor \1oran, Chri5
\1\'crs

Quiz bowl

r,e seriior high team won the AAA
Southside Senior High Invitational
at
Tournament
Bowl
Quiz:
University of Arkansas Fort Smith
on Feb. 21. The Trojans hod notable
victories over Huntsville and Hoos
Hall Academy before defeating
Russellville for the championship.
The team is coached by Mr. Stephen
Thompson.

--when I come IO Sub1c,co
athn!lfetlk,r,dollonely
and sod becouui I d,d nol
ho"e many fnends and
wost1ewlothiscoontry
Howci...er ofter I 10,ried
CASA. ,1 mode me feel
whole ogom.•
TOflyZ"°" / 12)

Student Council executive officers: Grant
\.1cKcn1it.', President; John Tran, Vice President;
Joseph H,1rt, Trca~urcr; Jon \'il'K.'!>, Secretary;
Patrick Giuliani, l'arliamentari,m.

CA S.\
Row 1: John Tran, Carlson Ketcham, Max Zhou,
Jakob Halter, Sangwoon Lee, Tony Zhou, Axel
Ntamatungiro, Woo Chan Lee, Yu.say Watanabe,
James Kim
Row 2: James Boa, Dong Ho Kang, Nsisong
Archibong, Sungw·an Park, Sung Ho Yoon,
Eugene Chen
Row 3: C.1m Ph.1m, Song Huan Chen, liming
Liu, Adam Musgrove, Davis EJ!iott
Row 4· Connor \kKcnzie, Nick Langston, Eric
Boltuc, Mark Popov, Hayden Criswell
Row 5: Tim Xu, Kelly HollC., Connor Moran,
Woo Chang Shim, Jun Woo Chang. Suk.Hoon
Ryu, Sam l\'ichol.

A New Abbot
Among the many changes in this school year
was the announcement from Abbot Jerome

Kodel that after 25 years leading the
monastery he would step down. "I am not
resigning because of health issues or burnout
but in the interest of an orderly transition of
authority in our monastery at this time. I have
been very blessed to be Abbot of this
wonderful community. . •

S OW DAYS We all anticipa te them and

enjoy them. Getting dismissed from
school for snow and ice was not a problem

Looking
to the
FUTURE
Construction was pesent all year long,
sometimes hampering our movement, but
always we knew that these changes would
benefit our futures . We knew that these
changes meant there was faith and
commitment to Subiaco Academy, that the
school would continue to educate, train and
prepare young men.
The future looks bright.
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Evan String£ellow

Andrew Komp
It is hard to believe five years at Subiaco Academy
have come to a close. \Ve are very proud of the yo.ung
man you have become. You have always held
yourself with great pride ia being a Subiaco Trojan.
1\'ever lose siglu of your dreams
and always keep Cod close at heart.
We \\rish you the best in the next chapter of your life.
Congratulations, Puddin!
We love you,
Dad. Mom, Tyler & Alyssa

Alex,
What a difference a few years make You have
grownlntoafineyoungmanandwearevery
proud of you. Subi has taught you many things,

"I hope your dreams take you
to the corne rs of your smiles,
to the highest of you r hopes,
to the windows of you r opportun ities,
and to the most special places
your heart has ever known.'

but here is some parental advice to take to
heart: DO NOT WASTE THIS TIME!

Alex Bow m an

Take risks and don't be afraid to fail. If you don't
take risks, you will never reach your full

Author Unknown

potential and you won't have any fun .

Love,
Mom, Dad, Angela and Rachel

In the end, our lives are all stories. Just make it

a good one worth reading.

Bradley Stall

Love yal
Mom & Dad

We are so proud of you and your
accomplishments!
... May God continue to guide you in
your future endeavors!
Te queremos muchisimo,
Los Giuliani Zertuche

Alex,

We are so very proud of you.
You're such a hard worker and have
always been there for us when we

needed you. The future looks very
bright for you and we know you will
be successful at anything you want
to do. The Academy has been a
good choice for you . We wish you
the very best as you move on to
college and your future
Grandma Zena & Papa Sam

Q_

Someone once said we remember moments not days
And you have given us many to remember.
Congratulations.
Go and fulfill your destiny.
Love,
Mom , Dad and Bethany

Isaiah ,
You are a smart, handsome, strong, compassionate,
God-fearing, outdoor-loving, hardworking , well-mannered,
kind, fun-loving , blessed young man . We love you more than words can say!
Your journey through life has only begun, make every day count.
Stay true to yourself and follow your dreams!

Cash,
It's been wonderful to watch you
grow, and grow, and grow...
into a terrific young man!

£ewe,, fficm1,, <i)ad, &'R~
<Depzm. 'Rukm &~~ fuvi,. ~aa &m~

Jon
&
Christian

Nathan
Quimbo
Congratulations! Good luck
to a new journey.
We are very proud of you!
Dad, Mom, Hannah & Ryan

Brothers
Uncle/Nephew
Partners in Crime
Always had each other's back
Best Friends
Unique and yet similar
Destined for greatness
Apple of our eyes
We love you boys!

Evan Strobel

Brennon
Be yourself
Remember from where you came
Every moment your family is with you
Never say never
Never lose your faith
Only fear never trying
Never forget we love you
-Mom & Dad

Congratulations, Evan.
You have reached high for your dreams and
worked hard for everything you have
accomplished. Keep reaching. Keep
working. We are proud of you.
Love,
Dad, Mom,
Nick, Jarah, Jonas, Lacey and Ethan

Felterman

Remember that you are
the author of this new,
exciting chapter and that
God holds the pen . What
do you want it to say? In

the words of Henry
Thoreau , •Go confidently
in the direction of your

dreams. Live the life you
have imagined.• I love you
and am so proud of lhe
young man you have
become!
-Big SiS

Wesley
Timmerman
Wesley
'
'\'
b Ou came to us as a small bundle of joy,
'\'Ut today you are no longer a boy.
Our laugh, your smile are why we are a fan
ilnd now you are a Subi man!
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Nick and MaryBeth

Andrew,
Through the years we have watched
you grow into a fine young man.
Being the first and the oldest grandchild,
you have been a true role model
and inspiration for the others.
Work hard for what you want .
Stay strong and courageous .
Know you can do anything
you set your mind to.
Believe in yourself.
Tust your dreams and your heart.

Pawpaw and Mawmaw

Andrew Komp
SO GROWN-UP

What a fine, handso

Jack Hertlein
Jack, we are so proud of the man you
have become. Stay true to yourself and
to the ideals you learned at Subiaco.
Love,
Dad &Mom

Christian
Lowery
Behind you, all your memories
Before you, all your dreams
Around you, all who love you
Within you, all you need.

Jon Vines
Jon Boy,
In a blink of an eye you have grown from a happy,
sweet natured, beautiful baby boy to the
handsome, intelligent, athletic young man you are
today!
We are so proud of you and the decisions you have
made, and we anx iously awai t all the proud
moments that we have no doubt to experience with
you in your very bright future.
Remember to always keep God first in your life,
and remember your family loves and supports you
always!
We love you more than mere words couJd ever
express adequately!!!
Mom and Dad

We love you, Christian, and are so proud
or you!

Morn and Alan
Dad and Krista
Arialle, Angelica
Jenna and Reagan

Alex Sharum
You are our sonshine!
We are so proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Jeffrey and Matthew

, _ _'
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We have so enjoyed watching as you have shared your talents here
at Subiaco like Jazzin' up the world on your sax, singing and performing
on stage, impressing us with your buzzer pressing skills in Quiz Bowl
and watching you cheer on your brothers from the sidelines.
Now go share your talents with the world!! !
We love you,
Mom, Dad and Hannah

~ \JPER1-1!:RO Keizer
0 .:ebee (Bl: The r<>al
Q"l>Qrhero in rny life io:
• Od ba.cau~e he u~e~ hi~
.;:"l>Qro:trength " to help
.. through the day.

SUPERl-ll:RO Ryan Moora (91: If I could
craate rny own o:uperhero, I would fly
and control water.
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Felterman, Brennon 18, 20, 50, 51, 88

A

afari, Sean 18, 22, 60, 61
ohns, Tom Reed 4, 5, 38, 47, 52, 53, 57, 70
Johnson, Carlen 4, 5, 38, 64, 77
Johnson, Liam 13, 34, 35, 64, 70, 76, 77
Juarez, Mario 18, 22, 46, SO, 51, 74

Finley, Jay 30
Fleming, Hunter 38, 52, 53, 55, 68, 69
Ford, Ty 43, 71
Forst, Devon 42, 46, 52, 53, 68
Franz, Tyler 6, 30, 32, 33, 51, 60, 74
Franz, Zach 34, 37, 48, 66, 73, 76
Fry, Christian 30, 74

Adams, Brice 38, 52, 53, 54
Andrepont, Anthony 38, 48, 49
Andrepont, David 34, 48, 56
Archibong, Nsisong 34, 35, 66,

74, 76, n

B
Beckham, Ben 8, 43, 53

Furr, Grayson 30, 62

Bergen, Jakob 30, 32, 54, 65, 66, 67

G
Giuliani, Patrick 18, 19, 21 , 4-1, 65

Bernardo, Garcia de Alba 70, 79

Berry, Mitchell 33, 45, 51, 62, 76
Blaschke, Joseph 30, 33, 51, 66, 76
Boa, Bosen 38, 77
Bolt, David 34, 54, 66
Boltuc, Eric 30, 32, 33, 51, 58, 66, 74, 76, 77
Boothroyd, Bailey 38, 39, 53, 60

Bourgeois, Nathan 8, 38, 53
Bowman,Alex 12, 14, 18, 20,46,47, 50, 51, 54, 83

Nguyen, John 9, 31, 71
~?°yen, Michael 9, 31
1chol, Sam 31, 33, 48, 62, 63, 77
Ntamatungiro, Axel 36, 60, 62, 76, 77, "'8

n

Goldtrap, Andrew 6, 10, 38, 53, 62, 63

Goldtrap, Pierce 34, 36, 37, SI, 62, 74
Goude,James I, 30, 33, 54

Greene, Thomas 38, 39, 71, 73
Gregory,Joel 9,30,54

Bristol, Jake 11, 43, 65

Brown, Jarrod 30

Bruton, Callum 34, 70
Bui, Ahn 18, 20, 61, 65

C

CalviUo, Jesus 34, 61, 77
Cameron, Jace 42, 46, 53

Cannon, Michael 30, 46, 51

t

Cauthron, Eric 30, 51, 55, 62, 63 '.:;E
Chang.Jun Woo 18, 20, 70, 77
Charbonnet, Nicolas 11, 34, 36, 37, 48, 57

Chen, Eugene 30, 33, 65, 70, 77
Chen, Song Hmm 2, 34, 70, 77, 100

Choe, Won Young 38, 74
Clark, Tyler 38, 68, 69
Cobb, Walker 10, 13, 30, 64, 70, 76, 77
Constantino, Tim 11, 42, 61, 65

Corwyn, Connor 11, 30, 100
Criswell, Hayden 30, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 73, 76, 77

Park, Sungwan 31, 77
Perrette,Joseph 11,42,53,57,60,
68,73
han, Cam 9, 31, 61,65, 77
'han, David 11, 39, 68
hillips, Caleb 4, 5, 35, 51
hiUips, Connor 37, 43, 53
Plugge, Zach 42, 43, 56
Popov, Mark 2, 39,40,54,55, 74, 77
Post,John Paul 35, 74, 76
Post, Mathew 13, 30, 31, 32, 33,
46,66, 76
Putnam, Alexander 11, 43, 5-1, 61
Putnam, Sean 43, 61

M

51,60,61, 76

Delanno, Jasper 8, 38, 39, 40, 53

I

Ingle, Ben 38, 52, 53, 60, 61, 68, 69, 70

E
Elliot, Davis34,36, 61,62,63, 77

I

Mendenhall, Jackson l, 31, 47, 51

58, 70, 76
Miller, Connor 43, 53, 60, 61, 100
::' Miller, Ethan 42, 53
Miller, Isaac 19, 25, 62, 63, 85
~ ~~~e, Ryan 39, 52, 53, 5-1, 55, 61

f
i

Espinoza, David 3-l, 37, 62
Estes, Ryland 38, 53, 57, 68
Eveld, Andrew 38, 48, 49
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than Captain America.

Moran, Connor 6, 11, 30, 31, 74,
76, 77
Moran, Tyler 39, 53, 74
Morton, Max 39, 53, 73
Mugisha, Ronald 39, 52, 5-1
Musgro,•e, Adam 3, 30, 31, 64, 77
Myers, Chris 6, 10, 19, 25, 74, 75,

~~:,, Wil 31, 32, 33, 57

y

z

Zhou, Max 19, 29, 50,51,
Zhou, Tony 6, 19, 29, 77

n

93

V

Vangaasbeck, ick 39, 40, 53, 71
Vines, Jonathon 6, 7, 19, 28, SO, SI, 66, 67,

76, 87, 94
Vo, Andy 6, 7, 18, 19, 26, 28, 61, 65, 76
Vu, Henry 34, 35, 36, 37, 66, 70, 74

w

Walker, Alex 31, 32, 55, 57
Watanabe, Ray 11, 42, 56, 74
Watanabe, Yusay 11, 35, 74, 77
Weidman, R.D. 1,30,60,61,66
Weisenfels, Logan 7, 19, 29, 57, 76, 96
Wells, James 31, 32, 33, 51, 76
Wheeler, Max 35, 36, 56, 61
Wilhelm, Raphael 11, 39,40, 5-1, 62, 65, 74,

SUPERl-ll:RO
Connor Corwyn
( I 11: Raal
c:uperheroe.~ are.
paople who nand
for a cau~e and
don't back down
frorn it for the
betterrnent of
other~ without any
~elf-o:erving
intention~. For
the.c:e re.a~on~. rny
dad io: rny pero:onal
c:uparhero.

n

87,95

70, 76, 78, 92

Davis, Andrew 3-l, 70, 77

Xu, Tim 6, 19, 29, 77

n

n

Maestri, Jacob 11, 18, 24, 57, 62, 63, 64, 65, 70, 76,
n,97
Mares, Manuel 10, 15, 18, 24
Marlow, Logan 34, 35, 73
Mask, Alec 35
Mason, Elliot 9, 11, 34, 35, 47, 76
McKenzie, Connor 30, 31, 33, 48, 55,
60,61,65, 77
McKenzie, Grant 6, 7, 12, 18, 24, 46

Thomas, Tim 4, 35, 47, 51, 73
Timmerman, Wesley 18, 19, 27, 66, 67, 89
Tolbert, Brady 31, 51, 59
Trachier, Nick 5, 12, 19, 28, 46,48,61, 6-l, 76,

Tran, Minh Phan 9, 35, 61

Landry, Travis 11, 18, 23, 45,57, 70,
Langston, Nicholas 31, 33, 76,
Leding, Braxton 35, 36, 37, 57, 60, 62,
Lee, Hwi Joon 39, 74
Lee, Sangwoon 34, 35, 36, SO, 51, 60, 62, 4Lee, Woo Chan 39, 74, 77
Liu, Ziming 39, 77
Lowery, Christian 6, 7, 18, 19, 24, SO,

Hertlein, Luke 42, 53, 68, 92
Hess, Haegen 11,38, 71, 77
Hess, Hunter 38, 53, 55, 68, 69
Hester, Riggs 8, 11, 34, 57
Ho.1ng, Anthony 34, 100
Hoang, Vincent 2, 9, 30, 31, 32, 76
Hollis, Kelly 6, 18, 21, SO, 51,66, 67,
Huanert, Daniel 11, 43, 46, 56
Huang, Tiangang 38, 41, 48, 73

X

Tran, John 4, 6, 7, 8, 18, 19, 28, 48, 64, 65, 76,

L
Lacy, Nick 35, 61,62,63, 70, 78

Hackman, Dominic 3, 30, 62, 63, 72, 73, 76
Halter,Jakob 1, 11,30, 33, 46, 55, 77
Hardwicke, Deacon 34, 37, 44, 51, 73
Hart,Joseph 31, 46, 51, 62, 76
Hartfield, Sam 31,51,54, 55, 72, 73
Hattabaugh, Ian 12, 30, 31, 32, 33, 51
Hebert, Aaron 13, 34, 54
Hebert, Nathan 12, 31, 57, 79
Helton, Sampras 34, 36, 37, 45, 62, 66
ennessey, Mich.1el 31, 33, 46, 47, 100
ertlein,Jack 6, 7, 15, 1 , 21, SO, 51 , 54, 60, 61, 65,

D

Oingler,Jacob 10, 30, 33, 46, 79

T

O'Neal, Chance 38, 39, 40, 53
Oh, Jaeyong 18, 19, 25, 33, 70, 74, 75
Osborn, Isaac 42, 61
Owens, Will 2, S, 31,57, 64, 65, 76, 77

Brooks, Aaron l, 34, 37, SI, 73, 76

Brown, Grayson 38, 39, 40, 52, 53, 55, 65

Stall, Bradley 19, 27, 50, 82
Stanford, Dante 34, 35
Stephens, Josh 11, 31, 54, 79
Stringfellow, Evan 10, 11, 19, 27, 80
Strobel, Ethan 42, 43, 53, 68, 69
Strobel, Evan 19, 27, 66, 67, 76, 89

Yoon, Sung Ho 70, 74, 77

0
Kang, Dong Ho 8, 31, 46, 62, 74, 76, 77
Kaufman,Christian 1,30, 31, 70, 79
Ketchum, Carlson 34, SO, 51, 62, 63,
Kim,JamesS, 31, 77, 78
King, Chase 18, 22, 57, 100
King, Ryan 4, 5, 35, 44, 51 , 72, 73
Knox, Harris 31, 61
Komp, Andrew 7, 18, 22,50,S ~ 60, 81, 91, 92
Komp, Tyler 3, 39, 68
Kremer, Logan 18, 19, 23, 47, 50,51,.5-1., 65,701 76
Krone, Sidney 11, 35
Krueger, Cash 18, 23, 33, 66, 67, 7
Kupers, Seth 35, 37, SI, 55
Kury, Isaiah 18, 23, 47, SO, 51, 54,

Glass, Levi 37, 42, 59, 61, 62,
Class, Matt 6, 7, 13, 18, 19, 21, 64, n, 73

SUPERl-ll:RO Aaron Brook<: ( I 01: I arn
Superrnan'o: twin brother but only
o:trong<>r. My r<>al o:uperhero io: rny dad
who encouraged rna. to corne to Subiaco •
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Rainwater, Brayden 1, 11,35,37, 74, 76
Redmond, Evan 13, 42, 57
Reilly, Michael 10, 19, 26, 47, 51, 74, 90
Rutherford, Trace 70
Ryu, Suk Hoon 35, 74, 77
Rzhanitsa, Mikhail 42, 62, 63

Williams, Drake 42, 52, 53
Willis, Trevor 39, 57
Winn, Lawson 38, 39, 41 , 53
Winslow, Charlie 42, 57
Winslow, Ste,•en 42
Wright, Judd 10, 35, 47, 73
Wright, r 10, 35, 47, 60, 73

s

Sardina, Inaki 11, 39, 53, 54, 55, 73
Sayre, Peter 15, 35, 37
Schluterman, Steven 35, SI
Schtuterman, Toby I, 33, 46, 51, 76
Sh.:irum, Alex 7, 15, 19, 26, 48,61,62, 63, 70, 97
Shero, John Michael 39, 40, 52, 53, 55, Su
Shim, Woo Ch.:ing 19, 26, 28, 62, 74, 77, 78
Smith, Braxton 31, 47, 70
Snavely, Michael 18, 19, 26, 7-t, 100
Snow, Alex 35, 51, 66
Sosebee, Keizer 1, 42, 100
Stafford, Wyatt 8, 35, 71

QUP£RHS.!.O Anthony
l-loang ( I Ol: If I could
create rny own
o:uparhero , I would hava
a o:uparhero that did not
o:ave people in a big city,
lno:tead, tha hero would
o:ave people in a o:rnaller
town becauo:e I arn not
rnainc:trearn.

Onward .
TROJAN SI

Every year has its stories and
its challenges. Choosing one idea
to be the central idea or theme for
the book can be one of those
challenges. We as a staff loved
the concept of a SUPER HERO
theme. And then along came
Spirit Week with its dress up day
of superheroes and it seemed
fitting , like someone was smiling
down upon us. But not always did
the sun shine in A9.
Sometimes it felt like a
superhuman effort to stay on track,
to get a casual photo - or two- of
every student on campus (even
that one that did not want a photo
taken- at all), to ask one more time
for a quote, to get every body
covered, to get the coverage
without the favoritism, to complete
that last deadline, and ultimately to
be proud of the book we finally sat

ABOUT THE BOOK .

The 69th edition ol PAX, the yearbook for Subiaco Academy, was published by Jostens Publishing
Company, Topeka, Kansas. Randy Joe Hamilton was the company representative with Lori W1shert as the
in-plant representative. Press run was 210 copies of the 100-page book.
The cover is original artwork by Josten's artist Roxanne Ebbert, following suggestions from the staff.
The cover is a custom, high gloss lithe.
The layouts for the pages of the yearbook were created on line at Jostens Yearbook Avenue. Some of
the layout elements are crafted by Jostens with our own additions and changes.
We must thank many people for assisting us in taking and working with our photos, beginning with Br.
Jude Schmitt who always provides camera know-how and Photoshop skills. Br. Ephrem O'Bryan arranges
many photo shoots and is often available 10 take photos. Senior and underclassmen portraits were taken
by Heritage Portraits of Van Buren, AR. Faculty photos were taken by Br. Francis Kirschner.
The theme-based caricatures for the seniors are the work of students in Mr. Bill Wright's art classes,
with special thanks to Mr. Wright and John Tran for working extra to get "the rest of them" completed.
ny thanks to all who cooperated by allowing the staff to take photos and to give interviews and
~
~ to share your ideas.

back and looked at.
But in the end we
hope you like our
presentation of the
SUPER year we
hope all of you had
at this SUPER
place called
Subiaco
Academy where
we look at the
future with
optimism, hopeful of

many more
generations of
HEROES.

2014-2015
WORLD BEAT
THE YEAR THROUGH YOUR EYES.

TH IS
YEAR
YOUR TOP PICKS
Topics ineluded in WOf'ld Beat were selected
by students partic:ipatmg ma natiOnal survey.

WATCH IT ALL COME ALIVE

Augmented reality (AR) bnngs World Beat to hie
on your iPhone , !Pad and Android devices.
STEP 1:
If Jostens produces your yearbook, use the
Replaytt app to launch the videos. Go to the
Replaytt ·More menu and ICMJCh ~Augmented
Reality· If you haven't downloade<I Replayll.
Visit the App Store. If Jostens doesn't produce
ff

your yearbook. download the Aurasma app
from the App Store.

STEP 2,
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